The essence of the multidisciplinary collaborative design problem (MCDP) is the coordination of the design variables among multiple disciplines on the basis of the all constraints of all disciplines. There exist some problems such as the early detection of design conflicts and the determination of the consistency domains of the design variables, etc. The resolving of these problems can help designers avoid bad decision-making, reduce the design iteration and improve the design efficiency. Aiming at the problems, this paper proposes a constraint-net model to describe and manage all the design variables and constrains of all disciplines, discusses the reformulating method of the MCDP to improve computation efficiency, and develops the interval propagation algorithm to determine the consistency domains of the design variables, etc. A gear drive is taken as an example to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Fig.1. The MCD
Introduction
The multidisciplinary collaborative design (MCD) of product requires that many experts coming from multiple disciplines collaboratively work to fulfill the design task of product. The designers in different disciplines observe the same design object from different views, and they have their own specialized knowledge and design criteria to solve the problems that they concern. The dependency relations among the different disciplines bring the difficulties to determine the values of the design variables and increase the design iterations. Generally, the design requirements and specifications in one discipline can be represented as a constraint set, and the combination of all the constraint sets of all disciplines forms a constraint-net. Based on such constraint-net, design process is a constraint-net solving and satisfying process, in which the conflicts can be early detected and resolved, and thereby the consistency can be maintained. Differing from the single solution method [1] , the concept of solution space is proposed to improve design efficiency by avoiding design conflicts, and the constraint satisfaction technique is used for computing the solution space [2] . The effective algorithm solving the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is the interval propagation algorithm [3] that continuously refines the intervals of the common variables till they satisfy the all constraints of all disciplines. The researches about the CSP are mostly in AI field, whereas the application studies in engineering and design field are seldom. Aiming at the multidisciplinary collaborative design problem (MCDP) of product, this paper proposes a constrain-net model, gives the methods reformulating the MCDP to reduce complexity and improve computation efficiency, and develops the interval propagation algorithm to detect conflicts and determine the consistency domains of the design variables.
Constraint-based representation of Multidisciplinary collaborative design problem
A design object can be described with its physical attributes. In multidisciplinary collaborative design, each discipline determines the values of the attributes on the basis of its own design goal, and the final values of the attributes should be accepted by all disciplines, in other words, would be the intersection of all disciplines' design solutions (see Fig.1 ).
Stated above, one discipline's design requirements can be represented as a set of constraints about the attributes of the design object, and then a MCDP can be regarded as a constraint satisfaction problem, whose task is to find out a set of solutions for the attributes in their allowable domains to satisfy the all constraints of all disciplines. Thus, a MCDP can be represented as a three-tuple set as follows:
Here, X is an attribute variable set of the design object,
C is a set of the constraints of all disciplines about the design object, i.e. the constraint-net of MCDP,
≥ , q is the number of the disciplines who participate in the design process of the design object; d C is a constraint set of the discipline d about the design object, 1 2 { , ,..., }
C is made up of two parts:
Attribute variable set:
Relationship:
Then, the all solutions of the constraint-net can be represented as follow:
Here, ( ) R C represents all relationships in the constraint-net, ( ) ( ) 
Interval propagation algorithm for solving the MCDP
To the MCDP, there are two kinds of solving algorithms: consistency algorithm and interval propagation algorithm. The consistency algorithm [4] is usually used as a pre-processing method for reducing the search space by deleting those local inconsistent solutions from the variable domain, and the interval propagation algorithm can get the global consistent solutions. This paper adopts the interval propagation algorithm to solve the MCDP. The interval propagation algorithm consists of interval operation and propagation operation.
Interval operation. Interval operation is suited for closed interval variable. For interval variables
, some basic interval operation rules are as follows:
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, then the new allowable domain of ij X is:
Where, 1 
denotes a interval solution function about ij X , which is gained by reversely solving the constraint 1 2 ( ) ( , ,..., ,..., )
as follow:
Here, 
, it is showed that the MCDP has no solution and the conflict occurs. Synthetically, the interval propagation algorithm of MCDP in Eq.1 is expatiated as follows:
( R C are often expressed in equalities or inequalities. For normalizing and simplifying the form of the MCDP and producing better performance for interval propagation algorithm, it is necessary to reformulate the MCDP. The arity of a constraint is the number of variables it involves. The interval propagation algorithm introduced in this paper is suitable for the ternary equality constraints and the binary inequality constraints, thus the other type of constraints should be transformed into the ternary equality constraints (for the equality constraints) or the binary inequality constraints (for the inequality constraints) by introducing auxiliary variables before applying the interval propagation algorithm to solve the MCDP. In addition, the constants and the intermediary variables should be eliminated from the MCDP by substitution method before applying the interval propagation algorithm to solve the MCDP for good computational efficiency.
A case study
The design of a gear drive involves multiple disciplines, such as strength design discipline, tribology design discipline and structure design discipline. Each discipline has own design requirements that can be represented as a set of constraints as shown in Table 1 . Table 2 The variable values looked up in the design handbook K 1 z , m and a ψ , are left for applying the interval propagation algorithm to solve, and the constraints as shown in Table 1 can be transformed into the constrain-net shown in Table 3 .
In Table 3 , besides the forth constraint, the other constraints are all ternary inequality constraints and should be transformed into the binary inequality constraints by introducing auxiliary variables. All the ternary inequality constraints can be transformed into the binary inequality constraints by introducing two auxiliary variables, 1 1 V mz = and z and m are firstly calculated as continuous variables, and then the calculated values are transferred into integer or standard value because they are discrete values. As the consistency domains of all variables aren't null, the MCDP has a solution or multiple solutions. Choosing an appropriate value for each variable within its consistency domain to form an array ' If the consistency domain of some variable is null, conflict occurs and the MCDP has no solution. When the design requirements change, the constraint-net of the MCDP should be renewed, and then be resolved again with the interval propagation algorithm.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a constraint-based multidisciplinary collaborative design method. The effects of the design changes on the design goals and the design conflicts can be detected in the early stage of design process, thus the multidisciplinary design iteration can be reduced and the design efficiency is improved. The researches needing to be studied further are the improvement of the interval propagation algorithm and the conflict resolution strategy, etc.
